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NOTES ON SOME INTERNATIONAL CONGRESSES
By Gabriela Boangiu
SIEF CONGRESS 2019, SANTIAGO DE COMPOSTELA, SPANIA
The 14th Congress of International Society of Ethnology and Folklore (SIEF – Sociètè International
d'Ethnologie et de Folklore) was held in Santiago de Compostela from April 14 to 17th, 2019 in
Spain, where I had the opportunity to present the communication “Being Contemporary with Old
Traditional Courtyard”, within the section Heri06 “Heritage and Audiovisual Production Entaglements
on the Crossroad”.
The Congress got the title Tracking Changes. Reflecting on a Transforming World. The meeting
with ethnologists, folklorists, anthroplogists, sociologists from four continents – there were 920 participants
to the congress. It was organized at the Faculty of Economics, from the University of Santiago de
Compostela.The official opening conferences of the Congress took place in a special space, at La Ciudad de
Cultura – an architectural complex realized by Peter Eisenman, an American architect, on Mount Gaia in
Santiago de Compostela. Here it was organized the Pensar con los manos – Thinking with hands exhibition
of popular Galician Art.
SIEF is an organization multidisciplinary, with a special interest in ethnology and foklore, but
opened to other anthroplogical and cultural disciplines. Its beginnings find roots in the year 1928, at
the creation of the Commission for Arts and Popular Traditions which took place in Prague, in
October 1928, at the Congress of Popular Arts organised under the auspices of the League of Nations.
Its goals are: to bring together specialists from the field of culture, to offer a platform for
critical dialogue, for intellectual cooperation, to publish and to promote research of excellence in the
Ethnologia Europaea and Cultural Analysis reviews.
SIEF is a sister associtation with EASA (European Association of Social Anthropologists) and
with American Folklore Society (AFS). SIEF is working under the bigger network – World Council of
Anthropological Associations (WCAA). It is every two years: The Congress of the Society and every
year, there are organized meetings of work groups like: Archives, Ethnology of Religion, Migration
and Mobility, Ritual Year, etc.
The 14th Congress of SIEF in 2019 organized a Mentorship Program. Within the Congress I
got as Mentor by the President of SIEF, dr. Nevena Škrbić Alempijević, ethnologist within the
Institute for Ethnology and Folklore in Zagreb, Croatia. The collaboration was fruitful, I received
advice after the presentation of my paper regarding the continuation of my project and suggestions for
expending the bibliography.
The SIEF Congress in 2019 at Santiago de Compostela was a great success for organizers and
participants as well, it will remain in my memory as one of the most important congress I took part in.
Let’s get together again at The 15th SIEF Congress in 2021, in Helsiki!
THE 13TH SPANISH CONGRESS OF SOCIOLOGY – 3–6 JULY 2019, VALENCIA, SPANIA
The 13th Spanish Congress of Sociology took place between the 3th and 6th July 2019, in
Valencia, Spania. It was organized by the Spanish Federation of Sociology, the Department of
„C.S. Nicolăescu-Plopşor” – YEARBOOK/ANUARUL, vol. XX, 2019, pp. 203–205
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Sociology and Social Anthropology of the University of Valencia and the Association of Sociology
from Valencia (AVS). It gathered sociologist from all over the world, 250 participants, almost half of
them from Latin America. It was the most “international” of all its 40 years of existence.
The organizers highlighted at the opening conference the presence of three most important
international associations of sociology: the ISA (International Sociological Associations), ASA
(American Sociological Association), and ESA (European Sociological Association).
The Congress opening took place on the 3rd of July 2019 at the Faculty of Medicine in Aula
Magna, the keynote speakers were: Magdalena Valerio – the minister of Work, Migrations and Social
Security, Ximo Puig – the President of Prefecture of Valencia, and María Vicenta Mestre Escrivá, the
Rector of University of Valencia. A special keynote speaker was also María Ángeles Duran, CSIC,
National Prize of Sociology and Political Science 2018, who presented the opening conference “The
caretaker – An emerging social class in advanced societies”.
My presentation took place on the 5th of July, at a joint session between 2 different working
groups of Spanish Association of Sociology: GT 20 Social Movements, Collective Action and Social
Change and GT 37 Studies about Youth, entitled “Youth, Politics and Activism”. The conveners were
Evin Deniz (University of Madrid) and Jorge Benedicto Millan (UNED).
There were many interesting sessions with novel subjects of discussion such as: Creativity and
Social Movements, Virtual Social Networks, Effects of Social Origin in a Comparative Perspective,
Urban Sociology and the Environment, Gender Sociology and Family, Subjective Wellbeing, Indicators
of Social Capital, The Sociology of Emotions: Theoretical Proposals and Methodological Reflexivity,
Social Control of Emotions: Work, Happiness and Body, etc.
Many of the papers presented at the Congress will be published in specialized journals of
sociology such as La Revista Espagnola de Sociologia, and in congress volumes published by the
working groups of Spanish Federation of Sociology.
The Congress was a great success, and now we look forward to its 14th Edition!
THE IUAES CONGRESS, 27TH -31TH AUGUST 2019, POZNAN, POLAND
Between the 27th and 31st of August 2019, I participated with the communication Symbolical
Imaginary of Plants and Charms in Traditional Romanian Medicine in the panel “Local Medicine
Experiences in Global Context”, of the Congress IUAES (International Union of Ethnological and
Anthropological Sciences) organized in Poznan, Poland.
Organized by Michal Buchowski and hosted by the Polish Society of Ethnology and the
Department of Ethnology and Cultural Anthropology at “Adam Mickiewicz” University, from
Poznan, Poland.
There were 615 participants from almost 60 countries and the participation and activities
taking place in the Congress proved that anthropology is a nowadays discipline. The theme of the
Congress was “World Solidarities” and it was marked by the active presence of the organization
WAU – the World Anthropological Union comprising the IUAES and the WCAA (World Council of
Anthropological Associations) chambers. The WAU Constituency meeting was held just following
the General Assembly of the IUAES that was attended by a large number of members. The opening
ceremony was marked by the two main Key Notes, the first by Chris Hann – the Founding Director of
the Max Planck Institute for Social Anthropology, and the second by Alisse Waterston, former
President of the American Anthropological Association, who is now Presidential Scholar and Interim
Chair at the City University of New York.
There were three Plenaries and eight Roundtables, and two of the round tables were WAU
special sessions. Another Round table was organized jointly by the Commission on Marginalization
and Global Apartheid and the new Commission on Global Feminisms and Queer Politics. Some
workshops were held by such funding agencies as Wenner-Gren Foundations for Anthropological
Research and the European Research Council (ERC). There were 103 panels in total. Panels, roundtables,
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workshops, several audio-video screenings and 23 excellent film screenings made up for an excellent
academic output.
The IUAES Congress 2019 will remain in my memory through the variety of topics proposed,
through the joy of the meeting and the vitality of the proposed communications! Congratulations to
the organizers! Congratulations to the participants! Let’s meet in Croatia, in Šibenik, in 2020!
ABOUT URBAN SPACE – MEMORY AND IDENTITY… IN CRAIOVA,
AT THE ASA CONFERENCE IN NORWICH, UK
The first week of September was the opportunity to attend the Conference of The Association
of Social Anthropologists of the United Kingdom and Commonwealth (ASA) 2019, Norwich, EastEngland, UK, September 3-6, 2019. The associations are twinned with SIEF (Société Internationale
d’Ethnologie et de Folklore) and EASA (European Association of Social Anthropologists), being part
of the larger network of World Council of Anthropological Associations (WCAA).
My presentation – “Old commercial Center from Craiova, Romania – Old Houses, New
Mentalities – Identity and Memories” hosted by the session Streetscapes: Affective Encounters
Between People and Things organized by Maruska Svasek of Queen’s University Belfast and the
discussant Jeremy MacClancy of Oxford Brooks University. My communication tried to highlight
that the old history of Craiova includes stories of various ethnicities and old professions visible in the
public spaces: Greek, Jewish, Romanian, Serbs, Macedonians, shops, jewelry, pharmacies, restaurants
etc. Photographs and paintings of the old time present the life of the main arteries of the city, the
socio-cultural relations of the different ethnicities, of some symbolical representation of life in the
19th Century. Today, new aesthetic enhancements of the old houses (declared historical monuments)
are needed, as compared to the previous ones (the period of monarchy, the communist period of time,
the post-communist – the democracy period of time and its aesthetic reevaluations). In this context
I tried to carry out an analysis of the current aesthetic discourse.
The current study had as essential component the archiving of oral history documents that
highlight the narrative of some urban public spaces, but also the investigation of the social network
that promote the image of the old city and the present memories, conversations between citizens.
Other communications were about Jerusalem-Hebron road stories of occupation by Anya
Evans, Layers of the (post-)post-conflict: affective street art encounters in Belfast cathedral quarter
presented by Kayla Rush, 12 Hours – capturing the streets of Prague by Maruska Svasek – the
convener of the panel. A special communication was the one presented by Monica Stroe from the
National University of Political Studies and Public Administration in Bucharest, entitle Thrills and
Deals: foodie flaneurs and the taste for peripheral street food in Bucharest, an anthropological
analysis of food consumers in peripheral areas of Bucharest.
The sessions covered topics ranging from migration anthropology, medical anthropology,
urban anthropology, space anthropology, global change, social movements, issues related to teaching
anthropology in universities to art, heritage and conservation, museum studies and many more.
A high-profile Congress, rich in topics of discussion, re-evaluationg contemporary art – the
campus hosted a ceramics exhibition – the Journey of Things, of the artist Magdalene Obundo
presented at the Sainsbury Centre for Visual Arts, whose communication opened the Conference on
September the 3rd.
We hope that these experiences will become a habit of the contemporary researcher and an
impulse for both national and international collaborations. The next ASA Conference will take place
at Saint Andrews University, in Scotland, in August 2020.

